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ABSTRACT
We report on our approach, statistical and graphical analysis, as

well as three visual analytics tools we built to address the VAST 2020
Mini-Challenge 1. First, we compared the structure of subgraphs us-
ing node-link diagrams, graphlet frequencies, and temporal profiles.
Second, we devised a method to extract a subgraph of the large graph
that matches the identified graph structure and built a custom visu-
alization to check our results. Finally, we developed another visual
analytics tool to facilitate manual search for pairing person nodes that
helped us to solve the challenge. The full report and visualizations
are available at https://graphletmatchmaker.github.io/.

1 INTRODUCTION
The VAST Challenge 2020 [1] presents a scenario in which a

group of “white hat” hackers accidentally caused an internet outage.
The main data structure a directed temporal graph consisting of
multiple types of nodes and edges, mainly showing the relationship
between person nodes linked through phone and e-mail edges. Edges
include timestamps and locations of the respective activities. Each
person node has numerical demographic attributes of 30 financial
categories. The dataset also includes procurement records (buy and
sell of products) and travel history of each person node.

Analyzing and visualizing such a multidimensional and temporal
social network is a challenging problem. Here, we explain our ap-
proach and solution to the Mini-Challenge 1 which asked to identify
a hacker group with a graph structure similar to a given social net-
work profile (template graph). We present our approach and three
visualization tools we built under the name GraphletMatchMaker.
Specifically, we present visualizations to compare the template graph
with candidate graphs (Sect. 2) and describe our methods to find
matching subgraphs in the large graph (Sect. 3). Finally, we briefly
describe our node-matching tool to pair person nodes between two
graphs (Sect. 4).

2 COMPARING GRAPH STRUCTURE
To compare the structure between the template and candidate

graphs, we: (1) drew node-link diagrams to compare the overall
graph structure, (2) calculated graphlet frequencies to analyze the
node connectivity pattern, and (3) visualized temporal profiles to
observe activities of each graph over time.

Node-link diagrams: We compared the structure of the template
and candidate graphs showing every node and edge type (Fig. 1).

Graphlet frequencies: Graphlets are all small non-isomorphic
induced subgraphs constituting a graph [2]. The graphlet frequen-
cies allowed us to understand a graph’s global and local topological
structures by making explicit which structural patterns form the
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Figure 1: Node-link diagram view. Node shape corresponds to node
type while color indicates a node’s location. Edge types can be filtered.
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Figure 2: Graphlet frequency view. (A) Relative frequency of each
graphlet as a histogram sorted by frequency in the template. (B)
Graphlet frequencies for each node as a heat map.

graph. We compared the structure of person-to-person relationships
between the template and the candidates using graphlet frequen-
cies. Fig. 2 compares two graphlet frequencies as histograms for an
overview of the entire graphs (A) and heatmaps to see the detail at
the node-level (B).

Temporal profile: We plotted temporal pattern similarity as
stacked area charts by counting the number of edges per day; Fig. 3
(A). Next, we also showed detail for each node in scatter plots (B).

3 NODE MATCHING IN THE LARGE GRAPH

The second task involved finding a subgraph in the large graph
(7.4 GB) that matches the template. We used several similarity
measures to find person nodes in the large graph that had the same
properties as nodes in the template graph: demographic profiles,

https://graphletmatchmaker.github.io/
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Figure 3: Temporal profile view. (A) The total number of activities
(edges) for each day as stacked area charts. (B) The detail for each
node in the graph as a scatter plot. Nodes are sorted by the total
number of edges. In the figure, the candidate graph 2 has a similar
activity peak as the template graph with a 14-day shift.
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Figure 4: Node matching view. The top row of circles represents
person nodes in the template and the bottom one the matched person
nodes in a candidate graph; with color indicating node location. Arc
colors show where the candidate graph agrees (green), disagrees
(red), or adds to (grey) the template graph. Each row between them
encodes similarity metrics as a heatmap. The bar chart at the bottom
shows the number of edges that agree or disagree for each month.

travel itineraries, and graphlet patterns. To compared the result of our
node matching between two graphs we built a custom visualization.

Matching using the seeding edges: We developed a greedy al-
gorithm to find subgraphs similar to the template near the given
seeds. Starting with the person node in the seeding edge, we added
the immediate neighbors to a set of candidates. We calculated the
similarity metrics between the person node in the template and all
candidate nodes. At each step, we choose the candidate node that
had the highest similarity and added its neighbors to the candidate
set. The algorithm stopped when all persons in the template had been
matched to another person in the graph. We retrieved all communi-
cation edges between the matched nodes to form the final candidate
graph. The combination of two similarity metrics, namely demo-
graphic profiles and travel itineraries, led to a good result with high
recall (green links), some missing connections (red links), and many
additional edges (grey links), as shown in Fig. 4.

Matching in the large graph: We used the fact that there is a
single relationship of seller-product-buyer in the template graph to
search for seeding edges in the large graph. Fig. 5 helped us compare
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Figure 5: Node profiles comparison view. We compared two per-
son nodes based on multiple criteria: (1) their financial/demographic
activity, (2) multiple distance metrics between two nodes, (3) node
matching of their neighborhoods and (4) their temporal activity profiles.
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Figure 6: Manual node-matching tool. On the left, (A) the template
and (B) the candidate graph as node-link diagrams and temporal
profiles. On the right, users can select a person node pair from (C),
the sortable distance metric table. Once a node pair is selected, (D)
the node profiles comparison view allows to investigate the similarity
of the profile of two selected nodes.

the profile of two person nodes and therefore detect the matching
nodes. In the figure, we observe that these two buyer profiles are
very similar, with a shift of a few days in temporal activities. Based
on this finding, we extracted person nodes with the most similar
demographic profiles and further found more matching nodes with
the same travel itineraries. We used node-link diagrams (Fig. 1)
and temporal profile charts (Fig. 3) to filter edges that matched
the template graph. In the end, we used the node matching view
(Fig. 4) to evaluate the matching subgraph. This approach led to the
candidate graph that has a similar structure as the template graph.

4 MANUAL NODE-MATCHING TOOL
After trying to match nodes from the large graph, we found

that similarity metrics on demographic profile and travel itineraries
are efficient to discriminate possible person node pairs that led to
the best-matched nodes and then to better strategies for automated
subgraph extraction. From these findings, we developed a manual
node-matching tool, as shown in Fig. 6, that can help to compose a
good match from initial entry points, i. e. a possible match for one or
more nodes from the template graph. The tool consists of multiple
linked views based on the other visualizations we developed. It
allows users to extract subgraphs of reasonable size from the large
graph and inspect a manageable set of possible node pairs.
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